1. Title:
Diabetes and Endpoints

2. Timeline:
To be presented at Conference on Atherosclerosis Risk in African Americans, September 1994.

3. Writing Group:
(lead) Watson, Folsom, Brancati, Schmidt, Heiss, Smith (R) and Conwill

4. Topics to be Included (? Hypotheses)
1) B/W comparison of blood glucose and serum insulin levels, as well as, history of history of diabetes and medication for diabetes.
2) The consequences of diabetes: carotid wall thickness, prevalent CHD, angina, claudication
3) The interaction of factors in diabetes, hypertension, and syndrome X (triglycerides, uric acid, LDL, HDL, insulin glucose, SBP, DBP diabetes and hypertension) could add adiposity, cigarette smoking, and SES as well.
4) Factors related to treatment and control of diabetes: source of care, health insurance coverage, SES and medications.

5. Data:
Dependent variables: blood glucose, plasma insulin, history of diabetes, medication for diabetes, carotid wall thickness, prevalent CHD, angina, claudication, peripheral vascular disease.
Independent variables: Serum triglycerides, uric acid, LDL, HDL, insulin, Lp(a), BMI, cigarette smoking, SES, SBP, DBP, medications for diabetes (insulin and/or pills), SES (education and income and plasma glucose.)